2. Racket relays
4. Target throws
6. Barrier buddies
8. Hit the hoop
10. Caterpillar
12. Throw hit catch

Acknowledgement to Badminton England (www.badmintonengland.co.uk);
England Squash (www.englandsquash.com);
ETTA ( www.englishtabletennis.org.uk); LTA (www.lta.org.uk),
Bryan Brooks, the East London competition manager team and Scott Sivier
for their help in the development of these activities.
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Fundamental sport skill

The festival could be set up twice a term and used as a simple
assessment of children’s ability. Individual activities could be set up
each day for children to challenge themselves and to practise.

The festival can be set up with 3- 4 children per station, with each
station being controlled by a young leader who is familiar with the
activity. Each activity can run for 2-3 minutes and then the children can
rotate round. In this way purposeful activity can easily be set up and
then used by the children for 30-45 minutes.

Throw hit catch

Hit the target

Caterpillar

Bouncer

Counting caterpillar

Racket goalie

Target throws

Racket reactor

Racket relays

Throw tennis

The activities included in this Multi-Skill festival are intended to extend
the fundamental movement skills of balance, coordination and agility
by using them in activities from racket games. They could be used on
their own as small and simple individual challenges. This set of
activities has been designed for key stage two and is a progression
from the multi-skill festivals for key stages one and two. It can also be
used in conjunction with the other fundamental sport skills festivals
which include invasion and water sport skills.

Balance Coord Agility

Their main focus is shown in the following table:

Racket skills

Throw tennis

Set up the ‘courts’ as shown.
Play underarm at first.
One player starts by ‘serving’ the ball into court.
Each player then has to catch the ball and return it.
Start by allowing two bounces and then one.
Play as many points as time allows; first to 5 or 7 etc.
Some children may need to defend a smaller area.

$
Racket relays

Set up the relay as shown, or something similar.
Allow teams to practise.
After practising. Players either:
l have a team competition to see which team comes first
l time themselves for three goes, recording the fastest time.
Some children may need the racket attached to their hand or if a
wheelchair user, be allowed to carry the racket on their lap.

Racket reactor

Set up the area as shown.
Ask feeders to practise rolling the ball at a sensible pace.
Reactors then practise with the ball being rolled through
their legs.
Reactors then get five turns at trying to catch the ball
after it has gone through their legs.
Change over.
Some children may need to practise reacting while facing their feeder.

$
Target throws
aim
over here!

Some children could use polybat equipment with sides on the table.

Set up the targets as shown, trying to use different
types of target.
One player throws, the other collects the balls or
shuttlecocks.
Players practise hitting the targets.
Players are then allowed a certain number of throws to
see how many targets they can hit.
Players swap over.

Racket goalie

When playing in goal some children should be allowed to stop the
ball in any way they like.
Some children could play the game without goalkeepers.

Set up the area as shown.
One player is the shooter, the other the goalkeeper.
Shooter and goalkeeper practise aiming for the target and saving
the ball.
Then shooter has five shots and goalkeeper tries to save them.
One point for each save.
Play with the shooter rolling at first and then allow the shooter to
use a racket with the ball played along the ground.

Barrier buddies

Set up the courts as shown.
Players try to rally and make as many shots as they can
without the ball bouncing twice or going out of court.

A slow moving ball is easier to use at the start of this activity.

Counting Caterpillar

Mark out a swervy slalom course.
Place bean bags or similar objects in a hoop.
In teams of 4-6.
First person picks up a bean bag and carries it on the racket to a
hoop at the end of the course.
Once one end is empty, the team moves up to the other end and
starts again.
How many bean bags can be moved in 30 seconds or 1 minute.
Some children could travel less far when they have the ball.

Hit the hoop

Set the game up as shown.
Players practise co-operating to see how may times they
can get the ball or shuttlecock in the hoop.
Players then see how many they can score in a set time.
Swap roles and repeat.
The hoop could be placed on the ground for some children.

Bouncer

In pairs: one person with a racket and ball; one with a
stopwatch or watch or watching a central clock.
Practise bouncing the ball on the racket.
See how many bounces can be made in 30 seconds
or 1 minute.
Swap over.

Some children may need a larger racket.

$
Caterpillar

In teams of 4-6 with a racket
for each person.
Start with the ball on the
racket at the front.
The ball is carefully put onto
the next racket and then the
front person runs to the back.
Give time for each team to
practise and discuss the best
way to do the task.
Start teams together and see
how long it takes them to
complete a set distance or
how many times they can
pass the ball in a set time.
Wheelchair users could carry the ball on their lap. Some children
could use a bean- bag.

Hit the target

In teams of 4-6.
Teams stand behind a marker and have a target to
throw at. This can be a hoop, bucket, container or a
ring of markers.
Teams throw bean bags at the target and see how
many times they can be successful.

Some children may need a larger closer target.

$
Throw hit catch

In pairs: one person with a ball, one with a bat.
Practise together swapping roles until each person
is being successful.
See how many successful throw-hit-catches can be
made in one minute.
Swap roles.

Some children will need a very accurate feed to give them the best
chance of hitting an object. Use a slow moving object at first.

